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Sixty Woosfericms Join
Protest Rally In Capital

In their meeting last week,

the Board of Trustees decided
upon the name "The Lowry
Center" for the building currently being erected between

Approximately 60 people from Wooster, along with a
small contingent from Ashland College, participated in last
weekend's March on the Pentagon organized by the National
Mobilization Committee.

Holden and the new
construction.

gym

non-viole-

nt

mid-mornin-

.

sity.

Wednesday's
plebiscite

RESULTS
campus-wid- e

concerning

SGA's authorization

2-t- o-l

Featured

and

the
ap-

rejecmea-

tion of the legislature's
sure. Of the 452 men voting,
21.4 percent chose to uphold
the action, while 31.2 percent
of the 442 women voting
were favorable to it.

as speakers, discus-

their expertise and personal contact with people of Latin America.
Over 200 delegates are coming
to the conference

THE LOWRY

Decision-Maker-

CENTER

in dialogue with the guest experts.
Sponsors for the Conference are
the Student Government Association and the Institute of Politics.
Advisors to the Conference are Dr.
Myron Peyton of the Department
of Spanish, and Dr. Gordon ShuII
of the Political Science Department.
WARM BEDS NEEDED

Anyone who will have
cilities for housing

fa-

out-of-to- wn

sants, and seminar leaders will be
15 guest authorities in the field of
Latin American studies, chosen for

seminar
delegates next weekend, or
knows of anyone who does,
is urged to contact Betsy
Baumann
at the Spanish
House,
Dorm beds
are considered adequate faLatin-Americ- an

264-641- 0.

from colleges
cilities.
and universities within a 500-mil- e
area. Latin American and CaribMost of the $4,500 budget for
bean students were especially encouraged to attend to insure ade- the Conference has been provided
quate representation of the Latin by the SGA. Other sources of
American viewpoint in conference funds include the Institute of Polidiscussions.
Delegates will hear tics, the Charles del Mar Foundafive major addresses dealing with tion, and the United Fruit Comproblems of U.S. policy: the role pany Foundation. The balance
of the military, the role of educa- from registration receipts will be
tion, economic and political de- deposited in the SGA Conference
velopment, Christian Democracy, Fund. Barbara Sharp, Adminisand the role of the church.
trative Assistant for Development,
There will be two addresses is the College's liaison for finances.
Thus "Dynamics of Change in
Friday, at 4:15 and 8:15 p.m.,
Latin
America" should prove to be
and three on Saturday, at 9:30
a.m., 1:30 and 8:15 p.m. In addi- - a stimulating examination of the
many ramifications of change and
of governmental policy response
to change in the social, economic
and political sectors of Latin
America.

Confront Campus Problems

s

In the past week, meetings representing virtually every level of the make-uof the
community were held. Last Friday, the Board of Trustees met; Monday night the faculty
p

SGA BUDGET

--

SOCIAL

fessor Eugene Tanner was relieved of his duties at his request,

and Professor Arthur Baird was
appointed to take his place. Baird's
contract extends to the fall of
1969.
By Morris in the Admissions
Office was given two assistants to
help carry out his duties. These
are Gino Calcei and Kenneth
Plus-quelle-

c.

Four new members of the Board
were selected, pending approval
of the Presbyterian Synod of Ohio
in its December meeting.
Revisited
Policy
Educational
The Faculty
Committee presented its agenda
for the coming year. Items among
interest to students are a possible
course plan
revival of the
of
an upgradthe
possibility
idea,
ed freshman year, and student
evaluation of faculty. Also to be
discussed this year will be the
possibility of
majors, in a field such as Urban
Areas Study.
In other action, the faculty approved an academic calendar
which extends through June of
1970; added two members to the
Student-FacultRelations Committee; discussed the drive to obtain
Balsjey's sculpture, "Lost War
Bird No. 1" for the Lowry Center; and considered VOICE representation at faculty meetings.
4-1-

-4

4-1--

4

Inter-.department-

propriation of $100 to the Social Action Committee last
Tuesday evening resulted in

a greater than

Md.

tion, delegates will choose from one
of seven Saturday morning seminars and one of eight in the afternoon, to delve more deeply into
topics of interest and to engage

ce

t,

REFERENDUM

a,

g,

dis-obedian-

sented in the fall of 1962, was
"Counter-Challengedealing with
the threat of international Communism and the West's response
to it. In the fall of 1964, "Em-phasAfrica," under the direction
of '66 grad Jim McHenry, was the
topic, probing the hopes and fears
of emerging nations in that continent. In the fall of 1965,
"Crescent in Crisis" was staged,
dealing with the tensions and problems of the Middle East; it was
run by Mama Pyle.
The coordinator for this year's
Latin American Conference is
Larry Krieg, a senior from Beth-esdis

s'

UA

Da

Dynamics of Change in Latin America" is the theme
of the upcoming intercollegiate conference to be held here
on the Wooster campus next weekend. This conference is the
fourth in a series of conferences held here dealing with inter- national issues, ine nrst-- pre
",

Most people went on a chartered

Mar-shall-

hmm

NEW NAME

by John Dineen

bus which left late Friday night
and returned early Sunday morning. Others went by car, plane,
and thumb.
Several students arrived early
Friday evening to attend the
Meeting. Instructions in
demonthe tactics of
strations and legal procedures were
presented at that time to those
who were to act as marshalls for
the various contingents the following day.
Activity began at 6 Saturday
morning as the marshalls and mobilization officers assembled in
front of the Lincoln Memorial.
Buses discharged groups from all
over the country throughout the
morning, as police officers and
student marshalls gave directions.
By noontime, well over 1,000
buses had arrived, contributing
close to 50,000 demonstrators. The
Wooster bus arrived by
and the entire group drew up
in a section with all other student
contingents. Other sections included religious groups, Veterans organizations, the Women's Strike
for Peace, business, labor, and professional groups, and a Vietnamese
group.
At the time the march began,
the crowd stretched down both
sides of the Reflecting Pool away
from the Memorial.
The march progressed through
most of the afternoon as the crowd
filed past the Lincoln Memorial,
across the Potomac over Memorial
Bridge, and then to the North
Parking Lot of the Pentagon. A
rally took place at that location
late in the afternoon. Those people
who decided to commit civil
made their way to the
main entrance of the Pentagon.
It was at this point that violence
broke out as a group of demonstrators broke through the lines
of troops.
Many did continue a peaceful
protest by staying at that location
throughout the night and following day. Close to 600 arrests were
eventually reported. No member
of the Wooster group was arrested, although several did participate in the civil disobediance
confrontation at the Pentagon.
In addition to several faculty
who went, the Wooster group was
joined during the march by several alumni and friends of the
College. Among them were Wade
Brynelson, last year's SGA Presi-denFarns Lobenstine, and Ann
Cline, who is spending her junior
.... T 1. T T. .:..
i' tvt
year attending
iew ivik umvw
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In an effort to keep the cata
logue current with the academic
year, Dean Cropp announced plans Union.
to put out one in February and
Among the reports bv the SGA
one in October of next year. There cabinet, Jon Rubens,
after, catalogues will be released
of the MAB, asked for sug- in the fall, so as not to be almost
a year behind, as they are now.
Vice-Preside- nt

Keith Briscoe, who is a con
sultant for the functional uses of
the Lowry Center, will appear at
an open SFRC meeting in the Lean
Lecture Room next Thursday eve
ning, it was announced. Anyone
with questions as to how the Center can best be utilized should
come to talk with Mr. Briscoe.
Jimison Dismayed
At the SGA meeting Tuesday,
Don Pocock gave a report on the
financial and logistical status of
the Big Name Entertainment. (See
next week's VOICE for further details.) SGA President Jimison
voiced the fear that the Trustees
do not see the Center as more than
an enlarged TUB with expanded
facilities. The potential for student
voice in the running of the Center
is reat, he maintained, and the
Center will provide an actual focal
point for a vast variety of activities, in addition to the physical
facilities available. In relation to
the Center, Jimison was dismayed

that the Trustees named the build
ing the Lowry Center, as opposed

this year, considering the way it
is constructed now, the faculty
could conceivably ban it alto-orof

hr

Movies
Homecoming
Parents Day
Winter Carnival
Color Da
Christmas Formal
Frosh

Orientation

Spring Fever
Ice Cream Social
Big Name Entertainment
D.A.N.C.E.

Outings
Current Issues
Art
Music
Social
Union Conference
PUBLICATIONS
Frosh Director

Student Director
Scot's Key
Facts for Frosh
Potpourri

1967-68

Appropriated
$ 2500
500
100
700
1000
250
600
200
350
8000
3500
2800
1500
400
2500
300
375
$25275
850
1600
675
200
250
$ 3575

taken up discussing the budget
for the current year. In the CAMPUS ACTIVITIES
150
discussion, Congressman Phil Fos International Students
Cheerleaders
150
wisdom
the
of
questioned
ap- Pep Band
ter
75
proving funds for SGA functions
$
375
which have no set budget of their SGA SERVICES
rn
m
250
own. ireasurer lom tt
Hammer is MAB
900
charged with disbursing the funds WAB
Salaries
1200
to the respective recipients. Jimi- Office Expenses
350
son argued that Hammer would General Equipment
200
75
use his personal discretion in giv- Misc. Expenses
EAC (1)
65
ing funds to the proper people
NSA
200
and functions.
Admissions
75
35
The meeting concluded with a Sex Seminars
L. A. Conference
3000
Bob
McKnight to
motion from
Student Services
50
the effect that the SGA would Opinion and Elections
100
steer clear of any local, national,
$ 6500
or international politics in policy
Profits
Net Appropriated after
$26975
or finance. The motion was tabled (1 lErlurntinnnl Affair Committee
pending further investigation of Tabled, pending further investigation
student opinion on the matter.
-
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Decide For Yourself

Loiters To The Editor
Thanks, Howie
To the Editor:
Speaking for the 41 passengers
on Wooster's bus to the Confrontation in Washington, I would like
to thank Dean Howard King and
campus security chief, "Red"
Lowther, and his crew for their
assistance during our departure
last Friday night.
Any major incidents that might
have occurred were stifled due to
the skill and insight displayed by
Mr. King and his assistants. All
those who attended wish to express
appreciation to these individuals
for their kind concern.
Greg Moore
Vietnam Coordinator
Social Action Committee

Now undertaking its second hundred-yea- r
plunge, this
college hungers for controversy. It hungers for controversy
because most of us accept the idea that out of controversy
comes forth ideas, and out of ideas comes forth decisions,
and out of decisions comes forth growth. In our case growth
means casting off old modes of thinking and trying, however
painfully, to adapt to new ones.

Last year, about this time in the fall, controversy came
rather accessibly in the form of the church attendance requirement for freshmen and grew into the Town Meeting. And
though this Town Meeting had its striking drawbacks, it still
became an unprecedented and invaluable exploration into the
purpose and aspiration of the college. The important questions raised there provoked a discussion which everyone felt
had to continue beyond the program of that one evening. Unfortunately, few people devoted themselves to following
through with the Town Meeting. Everyone shared the hope
that another of its sort would take place during the second
but, rather characteristic of Wooster,
semester of 1966-67- ,
nothing was done.
Controversy this fall is not as obvious as it was last fall,
in spite of the fact that many students have been disturbed
by the SAC request for $100 from the SGA and that VOICE
did not pay its traditional
homage to the Homecoming Queen. On the other hand, as we have tried to indicate in these columns before, we are presently in the midst
of more potentially controversial issues than in any other
stretch of time in the college's recent history. A lack of vigorous response on the part of the students and faculty to what
is being done by the institution to restructure itself geographically and administratively at the present time can
cause unpleasantness for those future community members
who will live with our present oversights.

lis

two-colum- n

i

(Editor's Note: Below are the personal reflections of one of the participants in last weekend's Peace demonstration in Washington.)

about the war. Others, like myself, went because they felt interested in the construction of

the need to act.
The diversity of groups in attendance was great. The ma-

in-

of the present student activity fee (published in last week's
VOICE) and decide for themselves how they want their money
to be spent, then conveying; the message to the committee
presently chaired by Dean Riggs.

Thirdly, and with respect to an opinion expressed in
this paper two issues ago, we cannot agree strongly enough
that the student union (now called the Lowry Center) "should
be a reflection and stimulus to what we are not what some
middle-age- ,
conservative with a file of credit
cards wants to make us." But the student and faculty voice
must be heard before any of this is possible or even conmid-Wester-

n

ceivable.

Students have thus far done one noteworthy thing. They
have tried to secure Balsley's "Lost War Bird No. 1" for the
Center. But it is not enough to get a piece of sculpture and
leave it at that. They must contribute in as many ways as
possible, and they must not allow themselves to be kept from
contributing. To borrow another idea from two issues back,
they must not be kept from "doing their own thing," from
determining their own values.
As Myron Peyton has stated, the benefits from such extensive student participation, rather than solely for the students, would be for the college and its entire community.
But time is certainly running out, and this
that time is running out not only for the students
up now, but also for the others of the community
need to receive the student expression in order
their own roles and purposes in college life.

power, S.D.S., and anarchists
who could fit into no organization.
The march to the Pentagon was
peaceful. No hecklers and few
police were encountered along the
way. It was when we arrived at
the Pentagon that the demonstration began to reveal the "violent"
element. There were soldiers, newsmen, students, and the militant
faction of the fringe groups. The
soldiers showed restraint, but
eventually swung their clubs. The
bayonets were ugly. We left disillusioned and sick.
Before leaving we bought
newspapers to compare our reactions to that given the im-

pressionable public. Numbers
and violence were the emphases. Little attention had been
given to the real purpose of the
March.

nt

This newspaper welcomes signed letters to the editor. Address all correspondence to VOICE, College of Wooster, Wooster, Ohio 44691.
Member of the Ohio College Newspaper Association. Entered as second
class matter in the Post Office, Wooster, Ohio. Subscription rate: $5 per year.
GARY HOUSTON,

PAUL LEWIS
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Due to shipping circumstances, we regret that THE
CHICAGO LITERARY REVIEW has been delayed from distribution in this week's VOICE; We expect to bring it to

you next week. Once again, potential literary reviewers,
in all fields of interest, are encouraged to get in touch
with VOICE Editor Gary Houston.
CLR IN

ON-CAMP-

US

ISSUES

ONLY

Make no mistake, the demonstration got results, but not the
kind we had expected. The tone
remembered will be the "violence"
of the few. The heart of the public
will be hardened. The breach between hawks and doves will widen.
But education was also a result.
The need for more responsible,
controlled action is evident. Quiet
reflection and some objective
thinking are a means to this end.
I remain confused
and frustrated. There are questions still
unanswered. What is the definition of violence? Is it viable in

the long run? What are the effective tools of struggle? And as
we ask these questions of ourselves we also pose them to the
s.
Is bombing justifiable? Do civilized men use other
means?
I return to Wooster unsure but
war-maker-

enlightened. I am aware of the
frustration which those who were
in the demonstration held in common. We desperately need answers; somehow we must find them.
Dave Wright

this building and intends to make
available all the information about
the plans for the building that it
can gather. We hope to be able
to display diagrams of the layout
of this building and provide a
summary of the interior development.
As chairman of this committee,
I am very concerned about one
thing. That is, student attitudes
in making suggestions and criticism. Our committee feels that
criticism is vital, but a critical
attitude on the part of students
is disasterous to our rapport with
the union planners. Let me point
out that the people involved in
planning have worked long hours
and spent great sums of money in
order to make the new buildings
become substantial assets to the
They have fought hundreds
of battles among themselves
already. And many of them are
simply tired of fighting. The critical attitude, if taken by the students, can only make planners
more wary and place them on the
defensive. The article, written by
col-leg-

e.

(Continued on Page 6)

CCA DEPTH EDUCATION GROUP CCA DEPTH EDU
CATION GROUP CCA DEPTH EDUCATION GROUP C
CA DEPTH EDUCATION GROUP CCA DEPTH EDUCA

is to say
who speak
In an effort to destroy the conwho badly
to discover ception that it is merely one
of the many "God squads" that
one finds on many college campuses, the CCA is sponsoring a
drastically different discussion
group: the faculty-studeDepth
Education
(DEG).
Group
during the school

Published by the students of The College of Wooster
year. Opinions expressed in editorials and features are those of the students
and should not be construed as representing administration policy.

pro-vide-

Committee.
I am most pleased with the
Those who went to the March on the Pentagon went for
different reasons. Some went out of interest, some for the concern that is being shown with
respect to the new student union.
excitement, some because they were genuinely concerned Our committee is of course vitally

jority were the responsible elements of students and peace
groups. Also in attendance were
Secondly, we urge all students to review the breakdown the more extreme groups black

To begin with, we repeat our call for community
volvement in the presidential selection process.

his

Don't Rock the Boat
To the Editor:
The letter to the editor which
appeared two weeks ago under the
title "Your Nicholls Worth"
s
with
me
a sounding board
by which I can make some suggestions and requests on behalf of
the SGA Building and Grounds

The

Depth Education

Group

an outgrowth of the Univer:
sity Christian Movement, an organization that serves as a coordinator not planner of programs on campuses around the
world. Such programs are made
possible by redefinition of purpose by the University Christian
Movement to include a "commitment to all factors 'Christian'
and
wherever
the Christian is confronted," according to the CCA's president,
is

'non-Christia-

n'

Jeff Mclntyre.

Wooster's DEG has the overall category of Education as its
"dialogue focus." There are four
such categories (the others being Women, Technology and
Poverty) being used as the bases
for the international groups.
Each,

category contains a seem- -

by Chris Dudbridge
ingly infinite number of subtopics, each of which will be
broken down into its uttermost
components and written out on
a chart for use at the end of
the year.
These charts of problems and
subproblems will be a means of
achieving the goal of each DEG:
significant change brought
about by the group's meaningful dialogue. Such a change at
Wooster might be the revision
of women's hours or the lightening of faculty teaching loads.
If the group's dialogue is to
be meaningful, says Mclntyre, it
must be based on the principles
of love, honesty and trust. Such
principles are obviously impossible to legislate, and must
therefore be a natural outgrowth
of the group's actions. The main
factor influencing this outgrowth
of love, honesty and trust will
be the orientation of the group
toward the individual, whether
he be student or faculty member. In fact, as the group attains cohesion, its members will
be on a
basis, devoid

of any official titles.
Because the University Chris-tai- n
Movement is a coordinating
agency, Wooster's group will be
able to compare its findings with
those of every other education-oriente- d
group. The groups plan
to avoid the written word as
much as possible, sticking instead to the "hot media" of tape
recordings and movies.

--

first-nam-

e

THE MEDIUM
IS THE MESSAGE

All will not be easy for the
new group. The two main prob-

lems that Mclntyre foresees are
a denying of the "real" world
brought about by failure to realize that love, honesty and
trust do not exist in the world

outside the group

and a

bar-

rier of suspicion and dehuman-ity- brought about by previous

unsuccessful'attempts at faculty-studedialogues, such as last
year's "Town Meeting."
nt
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Pago Three

Brain, Nerves, Body
Affected By Choir

Campus

Two hours of polyphonic music

Highlighting
bus trins will hp a ia nut tn AmicTi
Saturday
next
from
9
country
to 3. The "cultural exchange" will
inciuae visns 10 a cneese laciory ana Duggy shop and a stop at an
Amish home for a sumDtuous noon meal. Si?n-ilists tnr thrw in.
terested in going have been posted on the Library bulletin boards.
ine dus transportation, at $z.du per person payable to Kich vvray
or Peggy Tillinghast, is available on a
e
basis.
SGA-SDonsore-

is something Wooster students can
take or leave most of them leave
it. But Wednesday night, for those
who could dig up the $1.50 admission to hear the Spandauer

m

Kantorei . . .
The who? . . .
Your ignorance is certainly understandable . . . music events around
here have a way of missing the
boat when it comes to publicity
. . . or maybe it's because the head
waiters can't pronounce Spandauer
Kantorei
or maybe . . . but
NO!
on with the somewhat-of-a-revie-

...

d

first-com-

first-serv-

e,

Underwater treasure and its recovery will be the subiect
for a half-hofilm and accompanying lecture by Capt. Robert
Kruse to be given Wednesday at 7 p.m. in the Lib lecture room.
In addition to the program itself, a display of recovered gold and
silver coins, bullion and other artifacts with an estimated value
of $100,000 will be on display.
Capt. Kruse's search for undersea treasure was recently presented in features for "National Geographic," "Life," "Time,"
ur

...
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In the United States as part of
the celebration of the 450th anniMyJVKW?.
ill;
versary of the Reformation
DR. MULTER just after completing a dive off the oceanographic
(1517), this choir from Berlin
ship GERDA in March. Multer was participating in a geoSchool
makes
Church Music
logical survey of calcareous algae growing on the ocean
sounds like you've never heard bebottom near Abaco, Bahamas.
fore. Wednesday night their regular conductor was ill, and the
group's organist, Karl Hochreither,
took over. What this choir under
the direction of this man did to
by Dr. H. Gray Multer
every nerve on my spine is some
thing: that even the most ascetic
Department of Geology
of us should experience.
(Editors Note: The author spent last year on leave doing oceano
research in the Caribbean. The following is an account of
graphic
Their sound is pure, so pure
that the chills don't stop running his experience and suggestions for opportunities for Wooster students.
down the back of your neck for Dr. Multer will be happy to talk with any student or staff member
five minutes after the choir has interested in pursuing projects or careers in oceanography.)
stopped singing. The overtones
the study of "inner space" is tl
Oceanography
which result when 50 voices blend exciting field of study for scientists that I know of. Money,
perfectly on the same pitch set
sophisticated tools and man's imagination have been turned
up a ringing in your brain, in
your body. I mean like if the sound loose on the exploring of 71 percent of the earth's surface
waves aren t upsetting the equihb which has lnthertofore been com texture; many exciting leads (clasrium you've worked so hard to pletely ignored. Chemists, biolo- sified now as TOP SECRET)
achieve here at Wooster, well gists, mathematicians, physicists which will have to be followed
up
friend, you might as well forget it, and geologists are being trained
future
research
projects.
in
'cause you're cither dead or deaf. and hired in increasing numbers
Some of the results of this
for exploring our oceans the only
Patty Richards
ample source of food and mineral oceanographic work were present
ed at scientific meetings held in
wealth left on our planet.
To a geologist, the opportunity San Francisco and Washington
to see, examine and map nearly D.C. last winter.
Oceanography is nothing but an
s
of the earth's surThe Parents' Day Play, Ring
of several fields into the
extension
is
Around the Moon, is a cynical face for the very first time
witty look at love. Jean Anouilh, alone an exciting venture. New realms of the sea.
The training of oceanographers
the author, has invented a fable data is pouring in so rapidly that
about twin brothers Fredric, who ideas and concepts are subject to starts officially at the graduate
level. But unofficially it begins at
is shy and sensitive, and Hugo, change almost monthly.
During the last academic year I the undergraduate level where a
who is heartless and aggressive.
At the estate of an exotic old spent 11 months working out of good solid background in biology,
the Institute of Marine Science at chemistry, physics, math or geocountess, Hugo plays the age-ol-d
practical joke. He masquerades a Miami the largest oceanographic logy takes place. The future is so
enobviously great fot scientists in
common street dancer as a prin- center for study of tropical
world.
the
vironments
Actually
in
oceanography that I would encess to steal his brother's heart.
full
this
the
third
that
was
year
courage all science majors to at
The plot backfires when his "CinI have spent doing oceanographic least take a look at the possibiliderella" shows a heart and mind
research since coming to Wooster ties of "turning to the sea." Actual
of her own.
12 years ago. I was involved this time spent on board ship for the
Jean Anouilh is one of France's last
year in several different pro- average oceanographer is relamost popular and prolific living
jects three of which have already tively small per year only a matwriters.
been published, two of which are ter of weeks compared to the
The play, directed by Mr. John in press and three are still in vari- time
spent in laboratory analyzSoliday, will be produced in Scott ous stages of completion.
ing data and samples.
Auditorium on Nov. 8, 9, 10 and
Land-lockeSome of these projects included
Wooster students
11. Tickets will go on sale Mon- (1) drilling from floating platmay occasionally get a crack at
day and may be purchased at forms off the Florida Keys to find some phase of oceanography while
the Speech Office.
out the nature of the bedrock be- still undergraduates. Summer
neath the living coral reefs of courses in marine biology, marine
Florida; (2) mapping of the liv- geology, etc.-- , are offered on both
ing coral reefs via aerial photo- coasts; a very limited number of
graphs and diving; (3) survey of students may be employed as sumRich Weber and Carl Angell, underwater features in the Dry
mer help on a no pay or low pay
owners of the Shack, are featuring Tortugas area; (4) study of the basis;
at oceanographic institutes
live bands this year in an effort rocks making
up the present Flor- students may collect samples along
to liven otherwise "dead" week- ida Keys; (5) participating with shore and from shallow depths for
ends at Wooster. An expanded five other scientists in a
senior IS thesis topics. For exculinary program and redecora-tio- n cruise in the Bahamas making a ample I have supervised about six
complete the
survey of calcareous algae living senior IS theses since 1963 which
attempt to create an image at- on the bottom of the ocean off Ab- dealt with some phase of environtractive to a broader segment of aco using SCUBA, and (6) study ments of the Florida Keys. Tom
the student body.
of living calcareous algae in the Taylor '67 and Jeff Nye '68 actuAccording to Angell, "The Florida Keys reef tract. Most of ally were paid by the NSF for
bands do not contribute directly the projects involved underwater working with me diving among
to the Shack's income, but this work using free diving or SCUBA the roral reefs of the Florida Keys
year's management is young and techniques. Costs of drilling and during the summer of '66 and this
we want to have fun with our field work was supported by a last summer Steve Emerson '69
business." The bands of Mike $34,000 grant awarded by the Na- helped me map coral reefs. Each
Reed and Barry Mastrinc have tional Science Foundation for this of these students got enough data
already appeared and tonight "The 11 month period.
for good IS theses. Joe Benson,
Third Floor Experiment" will do
Some results of this year's re- Geoff Chittick and Doug Lambert
their thing.
search include providing a much are mapping portions of the botPizza and spaghetti will soon be better picture of the geologic his- tom of Lake. Erie for their senior
offered in the evenings as part of tory of south Florida and the coral IS theses this year. There are rea growing menu. Diane Neill is reefs which make up the Florida search stations spotted throughout
planning a mural for the south Keys; ideas about growth rates the Caribbean and Great Lakes
wall and eventual expansion to the and ecology of living Calcareous which offer free or low cost use
east will make room for a dance algae, corals, and marine worms; of facilities for those who wish to
floor. Closing hours are being ex some new ideas about how lime- pursue specific problems related to
tended for special events.
stones form, their mineralogy and some phase of oceanography.
.

H

Geologist Maps Ocean

"True" and ' "Argosy" magazines.

Applications for the National Science Foundation Fellowships
for 1968-6can be obtained from the Fellowship Office, National Research Council, 2101 Constitution Ave., N.W., Washington D.C.
20418. The deadline for receipt of applications is Dec. 8.
John Seabury will give his Senior Voice Recital this Sunday
in the chapel at 8:15 p.m. A baritone from Gasport, N.Y., John
will perform selections by Straus, Schubert and Mozart. Accompanying him will be Jerry Lee.
The SGA is sponsoring a Great Pumpkin Carving Contest tomorrow night in the Cage from 8 to 9:30. Come on over and carve
a
for Halloween. A yummy prize will be given to the
person who shows the most originality.
Members of the college community are urged to give blood
this Tuesday when the bloodmobile will be at the Church House.
We need at least 1 85 people to sign up on the "A"-frain the
library to meet our quota. For further information see the materials on the center table of the library.
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The art of being wise
is the

art of knowing

what to overlook.
WM. JAMES

Pritchard

Play 'Views Love

three-fourth-

BULLETIN

JUDY COLLINS, WHO WAS SCHEDULED FOR A CONCERT HERE NOV. 1 8,
BROKE HER CONTRACT WITH US THIS
PAST WEDNESDAY. THE BIG NAME
ENTERTAINMENT COMMITTEE IS CURRENTLY SEEKING A REPLACEMENT.

Jewelers
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Floral

Prompt Repair Services
on
WATCHES

31
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CLOCKS

Sidney Poitier
Rod Steiger

"IN

JEWELRY

THE HEAT OF

THE NIGHT"

Any Scot May Charge It

"This stacks up as one of the
best films you can see this
year." Detroit Free Press

d

Shack Adds Zest

Vooster Theatre
Phone

145

263-280- 6

E.

Across

Liberty St., Wooster
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by Phil Graham
Who is Ed' Thompson? That's a good question, and I'll answer
it, for you. Ed is a freshman, and last Saturday afternoon against
Kenyon Ed Thompson was the leading ground gainer for Wooster.
burst around
He gained 88 yards in 8 carries including a
ngnt ena near me ena oi me imra quauci wim-was good for a touchdown.
behind Artie WilEd is normally third-strin- g,
son and Dave Poetter, but Poetter couldn't carry
the ball as he had ust had the stitches removed
from his hand in an injury incurred in the Defiance
game. Hence Ed Thompson. This was indicative
of the whole second half of the game.
lead at halftime, it was to Coach
With a
offense as
Lengyl's advantage to rest his
Wilson,
Thus
Artie
from
well as protect them
injury.
Phil
Tom Boardman and Tom Kimmey didn't see any
action during the second half.
The Scot offense with Randy Snow throwing, Showalter, Bailey, Shepherd cyd Whitaker catching, and Arndt, Thompson and
Osbun running, did a fine job against the weakened and tired
50-yar-

-

.

by Josh Stroup

Having rewound their turbans after last week's irreverent Lord squashing, those misguided mystics in the back

I
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31-poi-
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first-strin-

g

to tomorrow's
contest with the Hiram College
Terriers. The boys are sorely in
need of shrinking their margin of
error, especially after missing last
week by 40 points, so it is only
after the most careful consideration that they pick the Scots over
Hiram by 24 points.
room

0,

2--

),

g
The
defense, on the other hand, stayed in the whole
game for the dual purpose of preserving the shutout and gaining the
reactionary intuitiveness which comes only with the same
unit working together for a long time. By roundabout logic this
?
brings us to a question: Is it possible? Can we
In an earlier column we speculated on the possibility of a
winning season. We already have our winning season unless
we drop the next three games to Hiram, Capital and Oberlin,
which at this point is highly unlikely. I would hazard a guess
that if we can take Capital we have our championship as well.
Of course there's always Wittenberg you say, but Wittenberg
plays only four Ohio Conference games this year whereas we play
six. If we go undefeated in conference action and Wittenberg
first-strin-

Once again the opposition has

nt

...

goes undefeated also, we're the champs.
It's bad luck to tell a pitcher he has a

a highly touted quarterback who,

like Denison's Birldey and Kenyon's Christen, is supposed to be
real scoring threats in the air. The
"feared one" this week is Al Feld-maa junior who ranks third
this week in total offense among
the OAC leaders and third in
passing yardage as well. Feldman
has thrown for 788 yards, as compared to Wooster's Snow and
Boardman with 291 and 197 yards,
respectively.
n,

going and it's
bad luck to count your chickens before they're hatched. Se we will
say nothing further of any championships here. But maybe, just maybe . . . You've all heard of the "luck of the Irish", well, let's see if
some of that Gaelic good fortune is applicable to the Scots.
no-hitt-

er

But the Scots made short work
the other QB's, thanks to rushers
like Ed Smith, Duane White and
Jeff Nye and linebackers Ron
h
and Chuck Deger. And
Feldman should fare no better.
of

.

squads completed the "Clean
The soccer and cross-countrespectively.
Northern,
and
Toledo
Sweep" defeating
The hooters, who may well be on their way to a championship
oi tneir own, regisierea meir sixin victory ana iouriu suuiuui ugamsi
hapless Toledo, 4-thev mav9 not win any champion- The harriers,
who althouah
- - w
shut-out
Ohio Northern with a perfect
ships, will keep on running,
score of 15 points.

4

.
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Unfortunately, the Women's Hockey Team didn't get their chance
to shut-ou- t
their opponent when the Slippery Rock administration
checked a map and found that the distance between Slippery Rock
and Wooster was too great. According to Slippery Rock statutes
women's athletic teams are not allowed to travel more than 75 miles
away from the College. And I thought we had it bad.
.

NICK AMSTER'S
WEATHERVANE FORECAST
COLLEGE CAMPUS SWEEPSTAKES!
15

Prizes Worth Over

$400.00.'

Congratulations to Our 3rd Winner

. .

CAROL MEYER
Stop in at your convenience and select your FREE
Skirt by PENDLETON along with your choice of a famous
A-Li-

Pendleton

ne

Shetland Sweater.

Mock-Turt- le

The next Drawing is Nov. 4. Be sure you're not missing the
opportunity to win these prizes.
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Satisfaction Guaranteed

look ahead

Last weekend, Mt. Union, whom
the Scots beat earlier this year,
21-6- ,
walked all over Hiram, 43-to make the Terriers 3 on the
year. Wooster remains in first
place in the OAC (3-0ahead of
Wittenberg and Ohio Wesleyan
(both 2 0), and posts a 4-- 2 overall
record.

Lord defense.

all-importa-

Hiram

.

.

. . .

(Top) scores at 13:14 of the second quarter
le
play. DAVE POETTER (Bottom) hits
on a two-yafor an extra point with Craig Jensen holding. Poetter is 13
for 14 on extra points and two for two in field goals on the

MIKE GORDON
rd

off-tack-

season.

Gridders Cradffy Lords,
Kenyon, 52-- 0

The Terriers were the lone
team that Wooster beat last year
by a rattling 56-2- 2
score before
a stadium full of gaping Parents
Day fans. Hiram has 18 lettermen
back from that team, with only
five seniors and six mmors among
them. '
.

Other facts on Hiram: the Ter
riers rank 13th in the OAC in total
offense (189 yd. per game avg.)
to Wooster's fifth place (263 yd.
per game avg.) . . . but they lead
the Scots (11th with 488 yards)
in passing offense with 698 yards
for fifth place . . . Hiram ranks
10th, Wooster 4th in total defense

by Jon Thomas
The Fighting Scots sent a large Homecoming Day crowd figures.
home bored, but happy last Saturday. The Scots celebrated
So, add it up. The Scots are
the return of old grads by crushing the Lords of Kenyon Col- keyed for an OAC
crown that's
lege virtually into the turf of Severance Stadium at the bot eluded them since 1959 when they
52-score. By the vie
Sophomore quarterback Tom
Wooster
preserved its untory,
Boardman
directed the Wooster ofdefeated Ohio Conference record
fense throughout most of the first
and moved into undisputed poshalf.
Boardman personally acsession of first place in the standcounted for two touchdowns, one
ings.
anEight of Kenyon's eleven offen- by passing to Showalter, and
37- other
by
nifty,
scrambling
a
sive starters were freshmen, and
the inexperienced unit of Lords yard jaunt around the right side
of his line.
was never able to crack the rugAfter Boardman suffered a
ged Wooster defensive forward
wall. The final statistics tell the slight recurrence of a shoulder in
same one sided story as clearly as jury, senior quarterback Randy
the score: Wooster gained 455 to- Snow assumed the controls and
tal yards and 21 first downs to continued the assault by passing
Kenyon's two first downs and two for two touchdowns and directing
several more scoring drives.
total yards gained offensively.
Leading ground gainer for the
The Lords managed to make a
contest out of only the first quar- Scots was Freshman Ed Thompson
ter, as they gave up only five who collected 88 yards in 8 car
points to the Scots on a safety and ries, one of which was a
field goal by Dave Poet- scoring scamper.
a
Wooster's defensive unit, led by
ter. The Wooster big guns boomed
out in a second quarter attack, linemen Duane White and Ed
however, that demolished the Ken- Smith, completely throttled the
yon defenses beyond repair. The Lord offensive maneuvers. Smith
Scots struck for four touchdowns in particular turned in a great
and a total of 26 points to es- performance. He was almost a fifth
tablish their overwhelming half-tim- e member of the Kenyon backheld,
Masting through often to make un
margin of 31-0- .
Wooster's offensive right end, assisted tackles.
Tomorrow the Scots travel to
freshman Ron Showalter, had a
spectacular afternoon for the Scots Hiram to battle a Terrier team
as he caught three touchdown which defeated the Kenyon Lords
three weeks ago.
passes of 11, 23, and 36 yards. 21-1-

tom of a

0

50-yar-

28-yar-

d

9,

d

tied for first with Heidelberg,
they're stronger in every way on
the stat sheets except in passing,
and most important, they want it.
They can take it and go all the
way.

FLAIR TRAVEL
CONSULTANT
346

EAST BOWMAN

ST.

For Your Convenience

Just Off the College
Campus

For All

Your Travel Inquiries

and Needs,
CALL

264-650- 5
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fumbled. Center forward Chuck
Noth was right there and blasted
the loose ball past the surprised
goalie for the first Scot tally. Stu
Miller made it
when he made
a beautiful shot into the opposite
corner at 12:55 in the first period
on a pass from Chuck Noth.

fillip1

-J

on the ground trying to recover the ball as Dave Broehl and Pierre Send Radju

iook on.
15-5-

0;

INTRAMURALS

With only a week and a
half of play to be completed,
standings remain the same in
football. The Delts
are still undefeated, sporting
record. The Sigs, holda
ers of second place, had their
hopes dimmed somewhat by
an unexpected defeat at the
hands of the. Oats. The Kappas also lost ground when
they were stopped by both
Fifth and Sixth a week ago.
A-Lea-

by Carlisle Marshall

by Bob Terry

On Saturday, October 21,
The third major MCSA reWooster's Cross Country team gatta of the fall, the Cary
outran the overlanders from Price Memorial Regatta, was
held last weekend at Base
Ohio Northern to win with a
Univer-

Lake, Michigan, with the
perfect score of .15 points to Ohio sity of Michigan as host. Unlike
Northern's 50. The meet capped the other two major fall regattas,
off a perfect weekend for all of the Cary Price was an intersec-tiona- l
event in which two schools
Wooster's sports for Homecoming.
outside the MCSA were invited,
Wittenberg Withdraws
one from the Northeast and one
This year's
Coach Jim Bean, when question- from the
representative, Philadelphia Coled about the meet, said his harlege of Textiles and Sciences, was
riers ran a creditable race, with from the
Another
incipood times. Ohio Northern,
feature which made this regatta
different
was the fact that the
dentally, has had cross country for
only two years. The meet, origin- boats used were Crackerjacks,
which are sloop-riggeboats. Most
ally scheduled for the course at
schools, including Wooster, use
Ohio Northern as a triangular Tech Dinghys, and a few use Pen- meet with Wittenberg, was run at jrums.
Out of 10 schools entered, Woos
Wooster due to difficulties at ON's
placed fourth, only 10 points
ter
course. Wittenberg withdrew from
behind Ohio State. The University
the meet two days before, because
of Michigan won the regatta with
Saturday was also their Home 38 points. (A
t
scoring
Mid-Atlanti-

c.

Mid-Atlanti-

c.

gue

5-0-

-3

may come on strong
and place if they repeat Tuesday's performance in which
they beat Sixth 18-- 8. Second
has yet to gain a victory,
even though they are playing

Third

better football.
Nine games remained to
be played when the paper
went to press.
STANDINGS

d

Fifth
Sixth

Seventh
Third
Second

.

0.

The game was barely a minute old when Scot inside
right Bobby Dow got off a shot which the Toledo goalie

.-

Harriers Top ON,
Sailors Fourth In Regatta

1

Homecoming Day saw the Woo hooters chalk up their
sixth win of the season as they outclassed Toledo,

2-- 0

--

5--

5-0-

-3

5-2-

-2

4-3-

-1

4-4-

-0

Scots have a good chance of

re-

ceiving a repeat invitation to the
Mideast Regional tournament.
post-seaso- n

Individual, Stu Miller continues
to chip away at the school scoring
record. With his two goals and
There was no further scoring in one assist in the Toledo game he
the first half but 25 seconds into equaled his total of 10 points for
the third stanza Miller scored his all of last year.
second goal of the afternoon, the
Tomorrow the toemen travel
assist again coming from Chuck south to Ohio U, and next TuesNoth.
day a strong Bowling Green team
In the fourth quarter, Dave makes a midweek visit to Woo.
Hicks rounded out the Scot scorDefeat Hiram
ing when he tallied on a cross
Wednesday the hooters traveled
from Miller. This quarter was
also marked by a general disin- to Hiram and defeated the TerChuck Noth accounted
tegration in the play of the Toledo riers
hooters, who participate on a club for two of the goals as did Dave
basis. They seemed to receive an Hicks. Danny Adams got the other
overabundance of injuries, either one, his first of the year.
real or imagined.
5--

1.

Fourth Shutout
This win, which was the hooters' fourth shutout, should put
them near the top in the OCSA
standings. With four more games
to go, with tough contests against
Ohio Wesleyan and Oberlin, the

Brown Jewelers
Watches

Diamonds

Jewelry Engraving
Brotherhood Meal?
Tired of that

115 West Liberty Street

Kenarden Cookery?

Wooster, Ohio
Try

Phone

Burger Chef

Convenient

262-678-

1

Lay-Aw- ay

Plan

0-9--0

low-poin-

coming.

Mikkelsen First
Coach Bean ran 15 of his men,
against ON's five, which is the
standard procedure. Wooster men
captured the first nine positions.
Again freshman Ed Mikkelsen
showed his running superiority,
coming in first with a time of
22:30. Charley Orr was second at

22:46, Paul Bernhardt next with
22:48, followed closely by Bay
Day and Gil Cargill, at 23:03 and
23:18 respectively.
best man,
Ohio Northern's
Schroeder, could only muster
enough energy to place 11th with
a time of 24.25, followed next by.
Antaya' at 24:30.

method was used), followed by
Michigan State with 51, Ohio State
with 63, Wooster with 73, and the
University of Wisconsin with 91.
The other schools participating
were Lawrence, Indiana, Purdue,
Xavier and Philadelphia.
The racing, as usual, was held
on Saturday and Sunday. The
wind and weather, in general,
were good, being marred only by
rain on Sunday morning! Skippering in A division was Mike Bent-ley- ,
while Bob Muir skippered B
division. The crews were Judy
Widener. Harriet Hall, Matty Bellows and Vein Zvoleff. Wooster's
next regatta will be at Port Huron,
followed by the Area A Eliminations at Michigan State.

Face Hiram Tomorrow

A GOOD

PLACE

TO EAT

Tomorrow, the overlanders meet
Lounge
Hiram, who will be also playing Tom and Jack's
STEAKS
SEA FOOD
CHOPS
the Scots' football team. There the
COCKTAILS
the
face
virtually
same
harriers
359 W. Liberty St.
team which they defeated 25-3Wooster, Ohio
at last year's Parents' Day
4

GOOD

LUCK,

SCOTSI

Distinctive Dining
Open Daily 10:30 a.m.
to 8:30 p.m.
Sundays 1 1 :30 a.m.
to 8:30 p.m.

ART SUPPLIES

Closed Mondays

LOWEST PRICES IN TOWN

at 3:30 p.m.
TRY OUR TENDER
PRESSURE-COOKE- D

CHICKEN!
IN

CARRY-OU- T

SERVICE

Catering to: Banquets,
Private Parties, Family Meals
Fish Fry Every Friday Evening
All You Can Eat
5 to 7 p.m.
262-780for Reservations
Ph.
6

STARK'S
Restaurant
Off Liberty St. (Rear)
E. Liberty St.
145

Helen Jeffrey, Owner
GET YOUR PARENTS'

&

Operator

WEEKEND

Primed Canvas Reg. $5.85 yd.
NOW $4.00 A YARD
Cadium Colors Reg. $1.60
NOW $1.00 and $1.20
Convex (like Canvas) Reg. .84 yd.
NOW 48c YARD

Complete Line of Artist Brushes
Poster Color

Mum

25

at

PLUS

OFF

MANY OTHER DISCOUNT ITEMS

FOR DRUGS
LOCATED AT

We Grow Our Own

"Closest to the Campus"

219

E.

LIBERTY

Five Doors East of Wooster Theater
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New Awards Given

On Monday, during chapel, a the Wootter Scots for winning the
select group of students was coming game 52--

Mock for her attack en the SGA Bulletin
Board.
The Anti-Ri- p
Van Winkle Award: To
The Yul Brynner Award: To John Wood.
the
Chapel
Committee
for abolishing
The Lenny Bruce Award: To Gary
Scott.
Houston for inspiring so much B.S. about
The Persecution Complex Award: To
editorials.
myself for all of the scuttlebutt I will
The Andy Warhol Award: To Holden receive
on this column.
Hall for their Homecoming decorations.
J. Arthur Seaman
The Mrs. Miller Award: To the Wan.
Home-

0.

awarded prizes for academic excellence. While these students were
deserving of praise, I feel that
there are others in our community
who are worthy of recognition.
These awards are based on
excellence. The fund for dering Troubadour.
Tht W. C. Fields
Award: To MORE ON
prizes is much smaller than that Mike
Reed.
listed by the college, but it is at
The Chic Sale Award: To the Faculty
present topping the $1.37 level. Club Homecoming Decoration.
To
The Weekend Hippie Award: To Art
This will be divided equally among
Kellogg.
(Continued from Page 2)
all recipients.
y
The
Award: To Frieda
and Irene in the TUB.
The awards are:
a faculty member (Mr. Nicholls),
The Social Action Award: To Bill Barrie is full of this attitude. Much
of it
The Frank Lloyd Wright Award: To tht
for inspiring more social action and opBoard of Truttett for tht New Union.
is
sarcastic
and
I
derogatory.
position to the $100 SGA loan than any
Tho Everett Dlrkien Award: To Barry other
only
can
say that this kind of
program proposed by his commitBizot.
tee.
thing makes my committee's work
The Alumni Ego Boosting Award: To
The
Award: To Martha much more difficult.
I intend to lead my committee
with a positive approach at all
times. Criticism will be made to
help the planners and not to make
feel that they have done a
them
. .
poor job. I am convinced that they
are hungry for ideas and suggestions. Much planning remains to
be done on the interior. And they
LORDS
Lick
are most interested in meeting stu-dedesires whenever possible . . .
Certainly not everyone is going
to be pleased with every square
inch of the building. But I can
guarantee you that the new union
is going to be quite an innovation
to the campus
Bob Hagerty
Chmn., SGA Buildings &
Grounds Committee
non-academ-

ic

look-ali-

ke

loiters

Groovy Sweeteen Shop
124

E.

Market St., Orrville

Make the Scene for the "IN" LOOK

Western, Mod, Ship to Shore, Hipster, Military, Mini,
The Total Look, Swinging Clothes for the Individual Look

Club Plan
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Hammer Hiram Tomorrow!
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Prompt, Accurate Prescription Service

FOR ALL YOUR
DRUG STORE

far-sight-

NEEDS
COSMETICS

VITAMINS

GREETING

SWIPE'S MOT
583

Bird Buy Best
To the Editor:
In response to Mr. Nicholls
very fine letter to the editor (Oct.
14 issue), I would like to express
my concern for Wooster's dire
need for creative taste in decorating the new Union. I only regret
that the initial outburst was not
student initiated. However, the ice
has been admirably broken and
must be immediately followed up
before artistic apathy again sets
in.
The art committee for the new
union was approached on the subject of securing John Balsley's
"Lost War Bird No. 1," currently
on exhibition at the art museum,
but because of their very modest
budget only a small contribution
to the cause could be expected.
However, our generous and
Librarian, Mrs. Baker, secured the sculpture specifically for
the new union with a modest deposit of one dollar. Although a
total of $900 is necessary to buy
the sculpture, don't lose hope.
Here is your chance to fight artistic apathy and help transform
our "Mauselunion" into the lively,
creative, and tasteful student center which it should be. Bring your
contribution to the Art Building
or to the Library center desk, and
for fifty cents or a quarter you can
become a true and active patron
of the arts.
Philip Jostrom

CARDS

STO)ISE

EAST LIBERTY

(Opposite Pennsylvania Depot)

Open 8:30 a.m. to 12:00 Midnight
Seven Days a Week

New Arrivals:

ed

Man, oh man, what footwork! Raw, rugged, weathered-brow- n
demi-bostirrup hide in a new buckle-u- p
that
says everything there is to be said about bold masculine style. Step into Dexter's Swashbuckler at
ot

A mster Shoe s
The Finest in Men's Shoe Fashions

PAPERBACKS

GAMES PEOPLE PLAY..
ON AGGRESSION
THE

BUDS FALL DOWN.......
THE COLLEGE SCENE NOW.

by Eric Berne M.D.
....by Konrad Lorenz
.......by Rebecca West

........by Jerry Footlick

FREE

Books, Stationery, Candy

thru Tomorrow

HARDBOUND
TOPAX
.

Register for

by Leon Uris
by Randolph S. Churchill,

THE SIX DAY WAR....

A NIGHT OF WATCHING
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Winston S. Churchill
......by Elliott Arnold
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The Book Nook
East Ohio Building
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Aotborised 'Travel Agents

